Abstract. In this note it is shown that if T is a compact linear operator on a wide class of Banach spaces of the form C(S), compact S, or L}(S, 2, fi), then ||/ + T\\ = 1 + \\T\\. This generalizes similar theorems for the spaces C[0,1] and Z.'(0,1).
C(S).
Theorem A. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space and C(S) be the supnorm Banach space of continuous complex valued functions on S. Then every compact linear operator T on C(S) satisfies \\I + T\\ = 1 + ||F|| if and only if S is a perfect set, i.e. S has no isolated points.
Proof. Before beginning the proof we note the following. I. Suppose/e C(S) with ||/|| = 1. Then two applications of Urysohn's Lemma gives that to each open set U and peí/ there exists Fe C(S) with ||F|| = 1, F(p) = 1 and F(t) = f(t) for t £ U.
II. Let s0 e S and suppose p is a measure in the dual space of C(S). Since such measures are regular it follows that to each p e S and e > 0 there exists an open set t/withp e t/and|p(í/\(p})| < e [3, p. 137] .
III. If F: C(S) -* C(S) is a compact operator then there exists a family {dps}s(ES of measures on S such that for each/ e C(S) and jeS, Tf(s) = fsf(t) dps(t) and further the map 5 -* dps is continuous in the norm topology on C(S)* [3, p. 490] , As a result, if e > 0 and j0 e S, there exists a neighborhood U of s0 such that je(/ implies ||trp,s -dp.s\\ < e. Now suppose S is a compact Hausdorff space with no isolated points and let F be a compact linear operator on C(S). Suppose further that T has the form Tf(s) = jsf(t)dps (t) for i e S as described in III. Let geC(S) with ||g|| = 1 and \\Tg\\ \T\\. Then |F|| = sup fg(t)dps(t) = ¡g(t)dpSo(t)
for some sQ e S. By multiplying g by the appropriate constant of modulus 1 we may assume that fsg(t) dpSo(t) > 0 so that ||F|| = jsg(t) dpSo(t). Let e > 0. Then by II and III there exists an open set U such that s0 e U, IMí (t/\ {^0»| < e/4 and if s e U, then \\dps -dps || < e/2. Since s0 is not an isolated point of S, there exists sx e U, sx =*= s0, and by I there exists a function F e C(5) with F(sx) = 1, ||F|| = 1, F(s0) = g(s0) and F(t) = g(t) for ? í LA Then
But F(S]) = 1 and Jsg(t) duSo(t) = \\T\\, while
This holds for all e > 0. Therefore ||7 + F|| > 1 + ||F||. But ||7 + F|| < 1 + ||F|| always. Thus if S has no isolated points then ||7 + F|| = 1 + ||F|| for all compact operators Fon C(S). Conversely, suppose S has an isolated point s0. Define eSf¡: S -» C (complex numbers) by es (s0) = 1 and es (s) = 0 for s * s0. Then es e C(S). If F is defined on C(S) by Tf(s) = -f(s0)es for / e C(S), then F has one-dimensional range and is therefore a compact operator on C(S). Further if / e C(S), then (I + T)f(s) = f(s) for s * s0 and (I + T)f(s0) = 0. Therefore ||7 + F|| = 1 < 1 + ||F||. Thus if a compact set S has an isolated point then there exists a compact operator F on C(S) with ||7 + F|| < 1 + ||F||, and the proof is complete.
2. Ll(S, 2, p). Our results in this case are not as complete as for C(S). Here we consider positive a-finite measure spaces (S, 2, p) which satisfy the following additional property which we call Property (V).
Property (V). A positive a-finite measure space (S, 2, p) is said to satisfy Property (V) if to each s0 g S there exists a decreasing family (En(s0)) in 2 satisfying (i)*o e En(s0), (u)u(En(s0))>0, and such that if / is an integrable function on 5 with values in a Banach space, then for almost all s0 g S,
The convergence is convergence in the Banach space norm. Further if p({s0}) = 0, then (En(s0)) may be chosen to satisfy lixnn^o;ip(En(s0)) = 0.
Property (V) holds for a wide class of measures including Lebesgue measure on R", or on cubes in R". Indeed, it holds for arbitrary complete regular measures on these sets. Property (V) is related to the question of when certain Vitali conditions hold [3, p. 217; 4, p. 187; 5, p. 209] .
We now prove a theorem similar to Theorem A for the Banach spaces L\S, 2, p) where (S, 2, p) is a positive a-finite measure space satisfying Property (V). We first consider the case when the measure p has an atom.
Proposition. If(S, 2, p) is a positive o-finite measure space and if p((s0)) * 0 for some s0 G S, then there exists a compact linear operator T on L\S, 2, p) satisfying \\I + T\\ < 1 + ||F||.
Proof. Let s0 g S with p({s0)) =*= 0 and again let es(s) =1 if s = s0 and eSo(s) = 0 otherwise. Then eSa g L\S, 2, p) and if Tf(s) = -f(s0)eSo for /g Ll(S, 2, p), then F is a well-defined compact linear operator on V(S, 2, p). Since (I + T)f(s) -0 if 5 = i0 and (I + T)f(s) = f(s) for í * s0, it follows that ||(/+F)/|| = / \f(s)\dp(s)^f\f(s)\dp(s)= 11/11.
Js\{s0) As
Hence ||/+ F|| = 1 < 1 + ||F||.
As a converse we have Theorem B. Let (S, 2, ¡u) be a positive a-finite measure space satisfying Property (V) and suppose further that for each s g S, (s) is measurable and ¡¿({s}) = 0. If T is a compact linear operator on V(S, 2, p) then \\I + T\\ = 1 + ||F||.
Proof. Let F be a compact operator on V(S, 2, p). Then there exists a p x pmeasurable function K: S X S -» C such that Tf(t) = fsK(s, t)f(s) dp(s). Further, (i) \\T\\= esssup (\K(s,t)\du(t) s JS and (ii) there exists a set F of measure 0 and a norm compact subset % c L\S, 2, p) such that if Ks is defined by Ks(t) = K(s, t) for (s, t) g S X S, then Ks g 9C for all íí£ [3, p. 507] .
Let e > 0. Since ||F|| = esssup^lF^, t)\da(t), there exists s0 g S such that s0í£ and fs\K(s0, t)\ dp(t) > ||F|| -e. Also since (S, 2, p) satisfies Property (V) there exists a decreasing family of measurable sets (En(s0)) = (En) such that / f -ÀrrK(s,t)dp(s)dp(t) js\e" JE"p(En) >L~aTF~)dli{t)-f / Z7TlK(S,t)dp(s) dp(t)
By our choice of s0 we have K(s,t)dp(s) dp(t) dp(s) *w -2/ í fM+w
in norm so that K(s,t) (*) hm / / -^du(s)dp(t)= f\K(s0,t)\dp(t)>\\T\ n -» oo -'S JE" P ( &" ) S It remains to be shown that K(s,t) j / ^fdp(s)
JE"JE"P(E") dp.it)
can be made arbitrarily small. Let E be the set of measure 0 and % be the norm compact subset of L](S, 2, p) for which Ks g % for all 5 S F as described at the beginning of the proof. Let %0 = norm closure of (Ks\s G E) in L\S, 2, p). Then %0 is compact in the norm topology.
Again consider (Ea) = {F"(s0)}. For each positive integer n, define $" on %0 by $"(/) = /g. I/I ¿p = /£ |/(0I dp(t) fox f g 5C0. Since <&" is a real valued continuous function on the compact set %0, $" attains a maximum y", say where y" > 0. That is, Y" = max/e3Co/£J/fiäfn. Further, since F" 3 F"+1, we have y, > yn+1. Let y = lim,,^^ y". We want to show that y = 0. Since y" 10 it follows that sup f \K(s, t)\dp(t) < e !«£'£, for large «, and so jE \K(s, t)\ dp(t) < e for large « and all sif. Therefore dp(j) ¿p(0<( / J rr -'f I*(m)| dp(s) jp(0 i/p(j) >E"\Ep(En) the equality holding by Tonelli's Theorem. Thus K(s,t) dp(s) for large n, / / :" f (£») ■¿?p(j)
